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Tongue brush and tongue spray

 

HX6218/10

Removes up to 6X more plaque*
*than a manual toothbrush

Offers you superior plaque removal at the push of a button

Provides a superior clean you can see and feel

Removes up to 7x more plaque than a manual toothbrush

Angled brush head for better access to back teeth

Better cleaning in hard-to-reach areas than a manual brush

Sonicare dynamic cleaning action drives fluid between teeth

Innovative technology

240 MicroBristles for a gentle deep clean

From toothbrush to tongue cleaner in just one click

A Philips Sonicare clean for your tongue

A powerful combination of ingredients

Kills bad breath bacteria

Recommended by dental professionals world wide

Better plaque removal to help reduce cavities

Safe on orthodontics, dental work and veneers
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Highlights

Helps reduce cavities

Provides better plaque removal and access to

back teeth; brushing twice a day every day

with this brush can help reduce cavities

Up to 7x better plaque removal

Removes up to 7x more plaque than a manual

toothbrush for a superior clean

Click-on tongue brush

With 240 rubber MicroBristles, the

TongueCare+ tongue brush is specifically

designed to clean the soft and porous surface

of your tongue. The flexible MicroBristles

contour to and gently clean around the ridges

and grooves, to remove bacteria build-up and

drive our bacteria-killing BreathRx tongue

spray deeper. The compact shape allows you

to comfortably clean the entire tongue.

BreathRx tongue spray

The unique combination of ingredients in our

Philips Sonicare BreathRx tongue spray is

clinically proven to kill bad breath bacteria and

neutralize odors instantly. The special thick

formula coats the tongue and keeps it

lubricated for a gentle cleaning experience.

The cool mint flavor leaves your mouth feeling

fresh and clean.

Sonic power

TongueCare+ is the only tongue cleaner with

Philips Sonicare strength, to clean away bad-

breath bacteria with every stroke. 31,000

vibrations per minute break up tongue debris,

sweep away bad-breath bacteria, and drive the

bacteria-killing ingredients of the BreathRx

tongue spray deeper. Thanks to our Philips

Sonicare technology, your tongue will feel

cleaner and your breath will stay fresh longer.

Easy to use

TongueCare+ tongue brushes quickly transform

your Philips Sonicare toothbrush into a sonic-

powered tongue cleaner. Each tongue brush

clicks onto your Philips Sonicare toothbrush

handle, just like a regular brush head. Simple

to use, replace and clean, these innovative

tongue brushes are compatible with all Philips

Sonicare click-on toothbrush handles, so it

couldn't be easier to add tongue cleaning to

your daily oral care routine. It fits all Philips

Sonicare toothbrush handles except: PowerUp

Battery and Essence.

Better access to back teeth

Slim, angled brush head provides better access

to back teeth and hard-to-reach places

Better in hard-to-reach areas

The slim, angled neck and easy-grip handle of

this toothbrush helps with better cleaning in

hard-to-reach areas than a manual toothbrush

Safe and gentle

The gentle motion of this Philips Sonicare

power toothbrush is safe for dental work,

including orthodontics, implants and veneers,

so you can brush without worry.
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Specifications

Modes

Clean: For exceptional everyday clean

Items included

Handles: 1 2 Series plaque control

Brush heads: 1 ProResults plaque control

Charger: 1

Antibacterial tongue spray: 2oz

Tongue brush: 1

Ingredients

Antibacterial tongue spray: 0.09% CPC, Zytex

Design and finishing

Color: Sky Blue

Cleaning performance

Speed: Up to 31000 brush movement/min

Performance: Removes up to 6X more plaque*

Health benefits: Helps reduce cavities

Timer: Smartimer

Ease of use

Brush head system: Easy click-on brush heads

Brushing time: Up to 2 weeks

Battery indicator: Light shows battery status

Handle: Slim ergonomic design

Technical specifications

Battery: Rechargeable

Battery type: NiMH

Operating time (full to empty): Up to 2 weeks

Power

Voltage: 110-220 V

Expiration

After opened: 6 months

Tongue spray shelf life: 36 months

Service

Warranty: 2-year limited warranty

 

* than a manual toothbrush

* *8 hours of fresh breath
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